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ABSTRACT 
4d

As a result of increasing pressure to control the rising costs of the Civilian Helcath

and NdcaProgram of the Uniformed Services (CILIAPUS), the Department of

De.:Iense developed a comprehensive reform package known as the CHAM PUS Reform e

lniziative (CRIl. The CR1 utilizes flixed-price contracts, health enrollment and

preferredl provider contracts to contain costs, enhance health benefits and ensure high .

quality medical care. This study is a critical comparative analysis of the strengths and

wveaknesses of the CR1 which utimatelv may effect its success or failure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A. THE PROBLEM

The Ci Jian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services

SCItA.\PLS) is a program designed as an alternative medical resource available to

dependents of active duty members, retirees and their dependents, and dependents of

deceased active duty and retired personnel. CHAMPUS was conceived as a secondary,
back-up resource to relieve pressure on overcrowded militar, treatment facilities

"NITF).

The NITF is the primary source of medical care for eligible military beneficiaries.

Care is provided essentially cost free to the beneficiary so long as resources are

available. If medical care is unavailable for whatever reason, care may be sought from
a civilian source utilizing CHAMPUS. CHAMPUS operates like many major medical

0insurance plans. The beneficiar, is required to pay an annual deductible plus,

*.-. depending or beneficiary status, 20 to 25 percent of the remaining allowable costs.

The government pays the remainder. [Ref. 1: pp. 4-44 - 4-46]
"p Over the last several years CHAMPUS has come under increasing criticism. It is

considered to be outdated. It does not utilize current health industry cost-containment

techniques. It is too costly, too complex, and the benefits are inadequate to meet the
n'eds of :odavs military families.

pneo a

"-. . In response to these criticisms, the Department of Defense (DOD) has sponsored

an overhaul of CHA IPUS currently known as the CHAMPUS Reform Initiative or
, . CRI. The CRI would achieve its goals of cost containment, enhanced medical benefits,

and increased patient satisfaction by utilizing fixed-price contracts to civilian health
., care providers. Lnder these contracts all the medical needs of eligible beneficiaries

would be met by a coordinated effort of military facilities and civilian preferred-

provder networks. Congress, after some lengthy discussion and with some

reservations, has authorized a limited demonstration of the Initiative along with a

pniatqed implementation.

Proponents of the CRI hold it up as a panacea for all the military medical

Jcpartments woes. They claim that if fully implemented, it would cure not only the
' "' current a:lhnents of C..\NIPIS, but also medical combat readiness problems. medical

6
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manpower shortfalls, and all else that might currently plague the military health service

system (MHSS). [Ref. 2: p. 2]

The issue here becomes what will the CRI do? Will it, can it, under its current

design, achieve what its proponents claim? Or is the CRI a disaster in the making?

B. BACKGROUND

The primary -i-ssion of the NIHSS is to provide medical support to U.S. combat

forces during war. The NIItSS has been additionally tasked with providing a quality

healt- benefit to active duty and retired members of the Armed Forces. their

dependen:s and survivors [Ref. 3: p. C-2J -- in all over nine million eligible beneficiaries.

To accomplish this mission, the military operates 168 hospitals, 500 frestanding

medical clinics, and 400 dental clinics. Manning these facilities are 43,030 health

professionals, including 13,222 physicians, 5,021 dentists, 11,636 nurses, plus

.eterinarians, optometrists, podiatrists, pharmacists, psycologists, nurse practitioners,

rhvsician assistants, and others. In addition, over 146,000 enlisted and civilian

personnel are utilized in support roles. [Ref. 3: p. C-2]

The NITFs are divided among the three major services: Arm', Navy, and Air

Force. Each service medical department is organized differently and operates its

facilities independently of the other services. In the Air Force, for example.

commanders of MTFs come under the direct control of the base commander, while in

the Army, MTF commanders are answerable to an Army-wide central Health Services

Coimand. In the Navy, MTF commanders report to Regional Medical Commands

who intrae under the central Naval Medical Command. [Ref. 3: p. C-31

For 19S7, DOD has budgeted SIO.S billion for medical operations. Of this total,

S1.,biilion is earmarked for CHAMPUS. The CHAMPUS program is operated by the

DOD throu,gh the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs

(OASD IA). There are currently five regional fiscal intermediaries (insurance carriers)

contracted to process claims for CHAMPUS. [Ref. 3: p. C-2, C-3]

% The cost of health care has risen dramatically over the last ten years. In 19S5

% health care costs rose 7.5 percent nationwide. This is compared to only a 1.7 percent

rise in the consumer price index. [Ref. 4: p. 21

The MHSS has been hit hard by these increases, particularly in the CHAMPUS

side ol :he house. Between 19S0 and 19S6 total CHAMPUS costs increased on average

17.4 percent per year while medical care costs in the private sector increased only 11.2

percent per -ear, on average. During this same time frame federal health care spending

os
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other than CHAMPUS increased only an average of 10.6 percent per year. [Ref. 5: p.

221 In 1983 CHAMPUS costs totaled S1.2 billion. By 1985 They totaled Sl.4 billion.

SI.- billion is budgeted for 1987. but projections indicate the final total will come in

around 81.8 billion. It is estimated that by 1988 costs will run in the neighborhood of

02.06 billion. [Ref. 6: p. 22]

An additional factor in this is that CHAMPUS as currently legislated is an

entitlement. This means that if the total CHAMPUS cost exceeds the CHAMPUS

budget Congress must provide all the additional dollars. There is no legislative

discretion on this. If a beneficiary qualifies for care under CHAM PUS, that person

receives the care, and CHAMPUS must pay the bill.

Utilization of CHAMPUS has also grown tremendously. In 1983 there were 4.9

million claims submitted. By i986 this number had risen to 7.2 million claims.

[Ref. 6: p. 22] CHAMPUS is no longer the minor back-up program it was originally

designed to be.

Part of the utilization problem lies in the changing structure of the population

served. The All-Volunteer Force and civilian'militar' pay comparability have joined

forces to give -he American servicemember more financial freedom and security than

ever before. This new-found security has resulted in a dramatic rise in the married

popula:ion of the military. In 1981, for example, 40.8 percent of Navy enlisted

tersonnel were married. By 1985 this rose to 47.4 percent, a 6.6 percent increase in the

popula::on overall, but a 16.2 percent increase in the married population. During this

same zime frame married populations in the Marine Corps and the Army rose 29 and

22 percent, respectively. [Ref. 7: p. 1] These increases translate to more dependents,

and an increased demand for obstetric. gyncological, and pediatric care.

Recent medical blunders have also contributed to the rise in utilization of

CHA\IPUS. Malpractice suits [Ref. 8: p. 39] and highly publicized incidents, such as

tee Corm ander Billig I case, have resulted in the implementation of extensive quality

assurance programs which take valuable resources away from direct patient care,
.4 , .i facility capabilities. This translates into more CHAMPUS referrals.

'Conmander Donal M. Billig, a Navy surgeon at Bethesda Naval Hospital was
"'e, I.S6 on charges of involuntary manslaughter in the deaths of five patients

rc.;een 1>3 and 1984. He was also charged with dereliction of duty for performing
t..'t;u"-, heart onerations without supervision by a cardio-thoracic surgeon.

"IL A



Increased attention to the medical departments' combat readiness have been the

result of such incidents as the bombing of the Marine barracks in Beirut, Lebanon.

Following a review of after action reports on that incident, Dr. William E. Mayer, the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health Affairs. testified before House and Senate

Armed Services Subcommittees that, if the dead-to-wounded ratio resulting from that

bombing had been reversed (there were many more dead than wounded), "it would

have been not just an embarrassment, but a scandal." He further stated that, if the

U.S. were involved in a full scale war at that time (1985), 65 percent of our casualties

would nu t receive the surgical care they would need. Furthermore, he predicted that it

would take two years (until 19S7, now ) to reduce that number to 50 percent, and that

it would be 1992 before the military medical departments would be fully combat ready.

'RefC 9: p. 10]

The renewed emphasis on combat readiness has also taken its toll on direct

patient care, as more medical assets are devoted towards training programs and the
development of fleet and field operational units. This again results in more

Ct-ANIPUS referrals.

C. REASONS FOR CONDUCTING THIS ANALYSIS

There are several benefits to be derived from this study.

* The costs of the current CHAMPUS system have been increasing at rates far
outstripping similar health programs both inside and outside the federal
government. An understanding of why this is happening will help us to better
evaluate the proposed reform initiative and suggest adjustments needed to
ensure successful attainment of its goals.

• CHAMPUS, whatever its form, is a needed and necessary program. That is,
under the current MtSS organization it is needed and necessary. It provides
an important health care benefit to military dependents and retirees.
Enhancement of this program could have a positive effect on recruitment and
re-ention. It would most certainly improve the image of military medicine and
increase basic morale among milit;,ry families.

0 • Although CHAMPUS represents less than one percent of the total DOD
budget, it is almost 20 percent of the DOD health budget. [Ref. 3: p. C-2. C-31
In this day of funding cutbacks where each million is carefully scrutinized, a S2
billion-plus expenditure can become significant. It is vital that we obtain the
most efficient system for our money.

- If the CRI is successful in achieving its goals, it could very well contribute to
resolution of the militar"s other medical woes. If the patient load and mix can
,- adjusted as proposed, combat readiness of our medical forces could be
enhanced and manpower shortages and overcrowding alleviated.

9
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D. METHODOLOGY
The methodology to be used in this study is a critical comparative analysis of

curren: and historical literature on the mulitarv and civilian health care industries,

CHANIPUS, and the CHAMPLS Reform Initiative. The CRI will be evaluated in

-:ight of industry recognized practices and experiences with similar experiments.

Chater II of this thesis will briefly outline the primary criticisms of the current

CIIANIPLS system. It will also set forth the key features of the Reform Initiative and

wh, .v these features are supposed to solve CI I.\MPUS's problems.

In Chapter III summaries of selected writings and studies relating to the CRI

and sin.ilar experiments will be presented. This will provide the backdrop against

which the CR1 will bc evaluated.

A discussion and analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the CRI will be

presented in Chapter IV. This will lead to the final conclusions and recommendations

p.resented in Chapter V.

"
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II. THE CHA.MPUS REFORM INITIATIVE

A. CHANI PUS TODAY
,..- ...c.rea..n_ pressures on the CHAMPUS program have served to emphasize

•t" shor:com-ins. These shortcomings tend to be universally rcccgniied, and on the

. into the followine cateeories:

I Difficult Access and Poor Coordination

Access to medical care is often dilfcult to achieve and coordination between

civmlian and miihtav providers is poor at best. [Ref 3: p. 101

Gaining access to a YATF is of-ten the first problem encc'.ntered by the
:,.-..- patient. \vailable appointments are few and are quickly filled This problem is worst

:>r paie:nts with acute needs requiring same day" care. If no appointments are

ava:lable the patient must choose between long hours in clinic or emergenc% waiting
• rooms or seeking care from a civilian source and hoping CHAMPUS will honor their

... Under current policy, if needed medical care is unavailable at a militarx tacilitv

... - ;he patient may request a certificate of non-availability. This authorizes the patient to

seek care In tiae civilian community under CHAMPLS coverage. The problem here is
,the atient is simpi pointed in the direction of the civilian world and told he must

": his own care. .Military providers are not authorized to make referrals to any

specil"c civilian provider. The patient is left to his own judgement on who x ill best

meet his medical needs. Once cut loose the patient is on his own. [Ref. 1]

A closely related problem is that once a patient leaves the rrlitary health care

.s,:em, there are no provisions to recapture any follow-on or subsequent care that

mi,-ht be available at the MTF. The patient is simply lost to the ci ilian referral

.-0 s,:em for at least that episode.

2. CHAMPUS Authorized Care Inadequate

The available types of care authorized under CItAMPLS do not meet the

ne',-. r: ed, of odav's military families. 'Ref 3: o. 1 u]

Th@s is most evident in the area of primnar outpatient care. Outpatient clinics.

.- ,cs. a. pediatrc, well-baby, anJ OB GYN clinics are in many areas severely

",e,-ded. This type of care under ' ,.\,IN PUS requires pa-nent of deductbles and

- %11
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co-payments which make it an economically poor substitute and in the case of many

young and growing military families economically unfeasible. (Ref 3: p. 101

The claims procedures associated with CHAMPUS use are complicated and

reimbursements are often delayed. This adds to the beneficiaries' frustration with using

CHANIPL'S, and at times results in the patient not even submitting a claim, lust to

avoid that frustration.

3. CHAMP'S Costs Have Become Excessive.

As mentioned earlier, the costs associated with CHAMPLS have skyrocketed

and continue to rise in spite of moderated growth trends in the national health care

in" 'ustrv. [Ref. 3: p. 10]

B. CHAMPUS REFORMED

The key features of the CRI have been specifically designed to resolve the three

problem groups listed above.

1. Improve Access and Coordination

Two features of the CR1 are to provide bettor access to medical care and
better coordination between civilian and military providers.

a. Health Care Finder

The CRI requires the contractor to develop a "Health Care Finder"

program. The ccncept of this program is that of a gateway -- one entry point into the

total health care system. An eligible beneficiary in need of medical care contacts the

"iealth Care Finder" office in his area. This central office then channels the patient

into either the military or civilian networks depending on his needs and the availability

and capabilities of the providers. Referrals between the two networks are also handled

through the "Finder". [Ref. 3: p. C-14 - C-191

The concept of the " Finder' is simple. By channeling all patients through
one gateway it eases entry into and through the system. It eliminates confusion about

where to go to get needed care. All care is coordinated through one office so

continuity of care can be maintained. It provides for the most efficient use of medical

resources as patients can be channeled to the provider who can best and most

efficiently meet their needs.

b. Resource Sharing

Another aspect of the CRI that enhances this goal is the resource sharing

feature. Resource sharing involves the use of civilian providers in military facilities. In

many cases the capabilities of a MTF are restricted only by manpower resources. In

12
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such cases the contractor would provide civilian providers (MDs. nurses, etc.). The

,ITF would provide the physical support (workspace, consumables, etc.). Such an
arrangement would allow for the most efficient use of existing physical resources.

LReS: 3: p. C-22]

2. Enhanced benefits.
Three features of the CRI are designed to enhance health benefits for eligible

bc,'e.e::ci:,r:es.

a. CHA.MIPUS Prime.
.% This is a health enrollment plan not unlike a civilian Health Maintenance

-. , Organization (HMO . Voluntary enrollment in this program obligates the enrollee to

o",btain all medical care through the contractors network of providers. In return the

contractor agrees to provide their care at no or nominal cost. These networks are

made up of both militarv and civilian providers accessed through the "Health Care

Finder". [Re. 3: p. C-5 - C-111

The advantage to enrollment is that the contractor can identify the
population he serves and can better (more efliciently) plan for their care. The patient

beneflts because he receives all needed care at no or nominal cost -- no claims forms,

no deductible, no co-payment.

b. Preferred Provider Networks.

This feature would utilize the same provider network as CHAMPUS Prime,

but does not require enrollment. Beneficiaries would be encouraged to use these

provider networks. As an incentive to do so, the cost, although more than for an
- . - enrollee, would be significantly reduced from the 20 to 25 percent co-payment under

,-the oid CHAMPUS plan. [Ref 3: p. C-l - C-12]

c. Quality .4ssurance.

AN 70Providers contracted as part of the CHAMPUS Prime and preferred
n rovider networks would be screened and monitored under a strict quality assurance

program. This program would involve both internal and external peer review groups

along% with a utilization review committee. This design would provide to the
,bene:,ciary the highest quality of medical care possible. [Ref. 3: p. C-19 - C-211

3. Regional Fixed-Price Contracts

O Regional contracts would be awarded through a competitive bidding process

to civilian cornnpanies. The winning bidder would assume responsibility for

development and execution of all features of the CRI. thus contracting to provide

13
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health care to all eligible beneficiaries within the prescribed areas. [Ref. 3: p. ES-3]

Using a contract tocess like this would provide the following advantages.

a. Nationwide Buying Power

It would utilize the nationwide buying power of the federal government.

Open, competitive bidding relies on economric forces to achieve the most benefit at the

least cost. [Ref. 3: p. ES-3]

b. Contractor Assumes Financial Risk

A fixed price contract places the contractor at financial risk. This gives the

- contractor the incentive to find the most economically efficient method of providing

the required medical care. [Ref. 3: p. ES-3]

c. Military/Cirilian Partnership

It sets up a partnership between the military facilities and contractor

p provider networks which promotes better continuity of care and cooperation between

nulitar-i and civilian providers. [Ref. 3: p. ES-3]

C. SUMMARY

The features of the CRI discussed in this chapter have been developed in direct

response to criticisms of the current CHAMPUS system. Each of these features will be

evaluated in the light of information presented in the following chapter. By examining

the parts we hope to be able do draw conclusions about the health of the Initiative as

a whole.

1 '
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111. PREVIOUS STUDIES AND THEIR FINDINGS

lThe concern for the risin2 costs of health care i shared worldwide. I his concern
is mirrored in a multitude of writings in books, periodicals and newspapers. In this

chapter, summaries will be provided of some of the more recent and pertinent writings

on the CRI and related issues in the civilian community.

In response to a Congressional mandate and under the direction of OASD IL.\

the Rand Corporation did an extensive study entitled "tHealth Care in the Ylilitarv.

Feasibility and Desirability ofa Ihealth Enrollment System" (June 19.84). In this Stud%,

they developed the idea of the MIItSS organizing itself as an enrollment plan not unlike

the CItAMPLS Prime prel'erred provider aspects of the CRI. In their plan. the role of

the contractor would be played by the ITFs instead of a civilian group. In practice it

would function very much like the CRI, and it would have the same objectives.

[Ref. 1Q]

TFihe following are some of the more pertinent conclusions of the Rand study.

[Ref. 10: pp. 2. 33-35]

The costs of such a program are almost impossible to predict. Among the

unknown costs that could be incurred by DOD if such a program were implemented

• " are:

" Beneficiary co-payments arising from the current CHAMPUS program.
Sulficient data are not available to even approach an accurate estimate of these
costs.

0 Benefit payments currently paid by other insurance companies on insurance
fheld by eligible beneficiaries. This is estimated to be somewhere between S.5
bilion and SI.5 billion per year.4,."

" Other payments from frustrated CHAMPUS MTF eligible beneficiaries. There
are no data available from which an% reasonable estimate could be made.

Full implementation of a program like that outlined in the CR1 will require major

changes in the organization and management of the .MHSS. A denionstration project

night have to take place without these changes. This in itself could lead to the "aiiure

• of the program demonstration.

After completion of the Rand study the OASD IA developed their initial

proposal for CI1AMPUS reform. The CRI was met with immediate skepticism. In an

A'\ugust 14. 19Sh report from the lIouse Appropriations Comrrttee, the CRI was

. .l . . . . . .,
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criticized as being overly ambitious. It said there were too many important items not

finalized. [Ref. 4 :p. 1]

In "A Report to Congress on the CHAMPUS Reform Initiative,- published in

November 1986, the OASD HA defended its position and discusses the

demonstration phase-in implementation aspects of the CRI. It expresses great

confidence that its plan will provide . . a true test of the Reform Initiative, enhanct

marketplace competition, facilitate nationwide implementation if successful, and

maintain program stability if unsuccessful." [Ref. 2: p. 15]

The U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) was asked by the Chairman.

Subcommittee on Military Personnel and Compensation, House Committee on Armed

Services, to monitor the CRI. The GAO published a report in March 1987 which

identified three issues it considered to be unresolved at that time [Ref. 11]:

- Program costs may increase not decrease.

- Beneficiary satisfaction may not increase.

2 * Under the CRI program complexity may increase.

In light of these issues GAO recommended:

. Expeditiously develop a means of evaluating the demonstration phase. The
basis upon which success or failure will be judged has not been clearly
identified.

* Assure that the demonstration phase is long enough to allow for a thorough
evaluation.

• lmmediately inform Congress if the mandated timetable will not allow for
adequate test and evaluation of the program.

About this same time Robert Hale, the Assistant Director of the Congressional

Budget Office (CBO), is quoted in the V.a.y Times (11 May 1987) as saying that, from

their estimates, CHAMPUS Reform . . . might save as much as S400 million when

fully in place. There is also the possibility that people who currently are not using

JS .CHAMPUS benefits, but who are eligible for benefits, could be attracted back into the

.6 system. If that happened, in the extreme case, we estimate that you could add to cost

by as much as S800 million." [Ref. 12: p. 10]

In an earlier, but related report from the Blue Ribbon Panel on Sizing DOD

Medical Treatment Facilities published in March 1985, the panel evaluated the cost-

effectiveness of CHAMPUS against direct care in a MTF. The primary conclusion of

this report was that in seven studies conducted since 1982 every one of them found it

less expensive to build, expand. and man our own facilities rather than rely on

CHAMPUS for health care. [Ref. 13]
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The issues of cost containment, incentives, and quality of care have been

discussed extensivelv throughout the health care industry. David Whipple, [Ref. 141

points out the need for some means of measuring health care output, without which.

management control over costs, and incentives to be efficient, will remain ineffective.

He goes on to recommend drastic changes in the organization of rmlitary medicine. If
-he cost of heahh care in the MHSS is to be brought under control, all costs must he

taken and controlled as a whole. Costs under CHAMPLS cannot be segregated out

and handled separately. He recommends that the MI-ISS should be organized on a tri-

service. regional basis, with budget authorizations, including CttAMPLS, being

" allocated down to the MTF level. Local and regional authorities should be given total

control and accountabilit. for the health care needs and costs within their geographic

zones of responsibility. [Ref. 14: pp. 255-256]

The manner in which health care resources are organized and allocated, and the

organization's effect on the quality of health care provided has been widely discussed.

P In his book. America's Health in the Balance, Choice or Chance?, Howard H. Hiatt,

0 M.D.. discusses these and many other aspects of health care in the United States.

iThree topics are of particular interest to this study.

The first topic is that of the "Gatekeeper". Dr. Hiatt points out the need for one

access point to health care. A reference point through which all care is sought and

coordinated. This gatekeeper maintains the health record. This is necessary to ensure

continuity of care and help reduce time and money, lost to repeating what has been

done before. [Ref. 15: p. 481
Second is the idea of change within a system. Dr. Hiatt cautions care in

imtiating change. "Changes in one part of the system often have unexpected effects

elsewhere." [Ref. 15: p. 701

The third topic he discusses is that of redundant systems in health care.
',P, Treatment facilities in the same area are offering the same services and each facility is

operating below capacity.

Dr. Hiatt's conclusion is essentiall, the same as Dr. Whipple's, namely, that

heaith care systems should be organized on a regional basis. All health care resources

in the region should be controlled from one regional headquarters. All health care

S i, for the region, federal, state, and local funds, as well as private funds are all

tunne:ed throuh and controlled by the regional headquarters. Lie considers this to be
-esent"al to the workings of the program." [Ref. 15: p. 190-208
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Wolinskv and . arder in their book The Organization of Medical Practice and the

Practice of Medicine, [Ref. 161 draw two major points From their research. 1) The

practice of medicine is affected by the differences between prepaid and fee-for-service

reimbursement. 2) Certain organizational arrangements can facilitate cost

containment. Such organizations are of the more bureaucratic forms which provide

greater iniucements through peer review. "It is in the utilization review and control

Me..b.anisms that the future lies." [Ref 16: p.14"-154J

The problem of containing costs while maintaining high quality health care has

been wiielv studied and written about. The CRI would appear to have many of the

neeled elements recognized as necessary to accomplish its goals. There are also many

luest:ors which are nct answered at this point. In the next chapter a more detailed

analvsis of' the CRI will be conducted. The key features presented earlier will be

-e xarrIed n the hope of drawing an overall conclusion about the viability of the CRI.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

In Chapter II the three major goals of the CRI were introduced along with the
key prograirs desicned to attain those goals. In this chapter the key programs wi'l be
evaluated. Strengths and weaknesses will be presented, and a prelirrunary conciusion

d:awr on the contribution of each program towards attainment of the coals of the

CRI.

A. TO IMPROVE ACCESS AND COORDINATION

Two programs were identified in Chapter 11 as being primary contributors to

.ci':n"- th"e dual goals of improving patient access to care and improving

,oorui::ation of care between nuitarv and civilian providers.

I. Health Care Finder (HCF)

a. The Program

The 'eatures of the lICF program are aimed at achievement of both these
m. .. ,.., oals.

i) Access. The HCF program seeks to improve access to care by

expanding the possible access points. Under the current system, a patient seeking care

. c-oose to go to a MTF. where long waits are the norm, or a civilian provider and

h=pe CHA.MPLS will honor the claim. Telephonic access to an appointment desk is

u. o possib e huz the hours are restricted and "'same-day" appointments for an acute

1-:sodc are ;cry limited.

Under the HCF program the number of access points is increased by

,.. oe. Patients seeking care may also go to any contract provider and receive the needed

'_are. with the assurance that they are covered under CHAMPUS. Access by telephone

:s also expanded. The HCF program requires the contractor to maintain a 24 hour a

"a% _ppointment information service.

(2) Coordination. The HCF program would improve coordination and

Scontinuity of health care by implementing a central coordinating agency or

'a:ekee er'. This agency would be responsible for:

* Maintainine the 24 hour appointment information service mentioned above;

1] * Maintaining health records and insuring patient medical records are accessible
"t ne point of heaith care delivery.
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.. development and implementation of a routing and referral system which ensures

continuity of care and optimal utilization of the MTF while preserving patient

freedom of choice and preference for individual and or type of provider.

b. The Problems

Although the designers of the HCF program had improved access and

coordination in mind when the program was outlined, there are some -roblems which

"may. to varIing de,=rees hamper the attainment of those goals.

The primary problem is a conflict between the DOD patient desire for easy

access and the contractor's need for control.

N- The designers of the program seem to equate accessabilitv with the number

o. , ,aI- that the system can be approached. Coordination through a gatekeeper is

achieved after the initial patient contact. The patient would perhaps agree that this

represents improved access and coordination.

The contractor on the other hand would take a different viewpoint. His
surxival is dependent on his making the most efficient use of available resources. To

* do this he must control the utilization of those resources. He must approach access

and coordination as a means of controling resource use.

The provisions of the HCF program severely restrict the control of the

contractor over access, but that might not be devastating if the contractor can

fbrmulate the referral and routing procedures in a way that would allow him to regain

the lost control. The resuiting referral and routing system, although designed to

coordinate and control, may be perceived by the patient as infringing on his freedom of

' no.ce and overall access to care.

c. Conclusion

Overall the use of the Health Care Finder as specified in the CRI will do

ver- little to improve access to and coordination of health care. The patient's desire

for ease of access and freedom of choice will be in direct conflict with the contractor's

* need for control of resource utilization in order to provide efficient, cost effective care.

lnitial access may be improved, but access to follow-on or specialty care may be

per.ieyed by patients as restricted.

2. Resource Sharing
0. a. The Program

The coordination of patient care and efficient resource utilization are the
: a fs o the resource sharing prograni. In support of these goals this program would

-he uce of contract c. ,ilian pro iders in the MTF. These providers would

0p.
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function as \!TF staff members utilizing MTF facilities and equipment. This

arrangement could be used to alleviate military manpower shortfalls and to make use

of the excess capacit, available at niany faciiities, thus improving the eficiencv of the

NITF. The contractor gains through expansion of the least expensive medical resource

ava.iNaoe to him.

The patient benefits because the expanding of health resources at the NITF

•would allow more care to be provided at that location. Coordination and continuity of

care could be simplified and enhanced if care is kept within a single system.

b. The Problems

In spite of the apparant strengths of the concept of resource sharing, there
,s one fact which may weaken the overall contribution of this program to goal

accomp!ishment. The fact is that the link between the MTF and the contractor is at

,.-st a weak one and there is little hope of strengthening it under this type of an

oranuzational structure. The reasons for this are:

* The contractor has no control over resources within the NITF. Although he is
charged with ensuring their efficient use. he has no real authority. The MTF
commander has ultimate responsibility for every thing that happens within his
facilit'.

, The goals of the MTF commander and the contractor are not the same. In
peacetime the MTF commander's primary mission is to ensure medical combat
readiness of his command, and the active duty forces in his area of
responsibility. Secondarily he is to provide care for the other DOD
beneficiaries as space is available. The contractor's primary goal is secondary
to the MTF. In a situation where conflict existed between primary goals the
MTF commander's would prevail,

c. Conclusion

Resource sharing is a solid plus for the MTF in expanding its capacity and

improving its resource utilization. But, because of the lack of control within the MTF

and the possibility of conflicting goals, the contractor may be reluctant to make full

use of the program's possibilities. The overall result may be little real improvement in

coordination or efficiency of care.

B. ENHANCED BENEFITS

Benefit enhancement under the CRI is to be achieved using two different

s-ratecies. The first is an expansion of the types of health benefits offered under

(-i.\,IPLS co',erage. The second is to improve the quality of care provided under

I\NIPLS.

I"
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'. I. Expand Health Benefits

In an effort to expand the benefits available to beneficiaries under

CHAMPUS, the CRI offers two programs -- C-IAMPUS Prime and Prelerred Provider

Networks.

a. CHAMPUS Prime (CP)

This program is the heart and soul of the CRI.

1) The Program. The benefits of an enrollment system like CP, to both

the beneficiary and the contractor are recognized throughout the health care industry.

To the contractor an enrolled population means an increased ability to

,alor hIS organization to meet the specific health needs of the populace he serves. This

knowledge allows him to prescreen the providers for quality of care and cost efficiency.

He can reduce the excess capacity or wasted resources associated with planning for a

need hI-at mav not materialize. The money saved, through better resource planning.

allows the contractor to offer more benefits for the same or fewer dollars. In theory,

CHAMPUS will fund its own benefits expansion through the CP program.

*The beneficiary gains through CP beck.use he gets more benefits and

pays less for them. Under CP medical care received would be at no or nominal cost.

This situation is preferrable to a deductible plus co-payment. Medical care under CP
therefore becomes an economic substitute for care in a MTF.

An add-on benefit to the contractor under CP is better control of

resource utilization. By choosing to enroll in CP the beneficiary agrees to utilize the

CP provider network. The patient preference is locked in for the period of enrollment.

This reinstates some of the control lost to the expansion of access discussed earlier.

(2) The Problems. There are weaknesses that will have to be overcome if

CP is to be fully successful in accomplishing its goals.
% Enrollment plans like CP have proven themselves in the civilian

community with rather stable populations. Military populations are considered to be

,nything but stable. Although the trend is towards more "homesteading", a significant

portion of any given military community w:il transfer in the course of a year. The

effect this instability will have on the program as whole is unclear, but it most certainly

couid complicate CP eligibility verification and enrollment procedures.
•.

Another problem could be the enrollee's and the MTF's perception of

enrollment entitlement for the beneficiary. A recurrent theme throughout the CRI is

tat the \ITF is to be utilized at maximum optimality. This technicaliy places the

S,".
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%I I F w ithin the ClP network. It is hard to coflcejvc at a M\ I' commandera ren

'A t h -his conclusion. I le mihita rv heneficia tv n-ia; riot ,ce it either. i heC result onUid

%k\ cil be that the enrollee 'A old1 turN to thle I i; an (P newrk C r carc c1ix

!I'C rSOtirces underutilized.

S Cricusun. On thle whoieC I, ~aporm tat ipm:c

rcc:.Could al ot-a expansion Of- hl1th careC opt .ofi.. 1 11e '.vAsC, lC C L, ICO

,ho old nut pro%,, overrowering. Ihe eliL1iiit% and,- Cnrci1TIICIt p10Crableu 11ah n r
anerresource r~nigto a great decre heaUse the ll.ilr opnlatio[1n ri;c

ooceneous and3 the miovemlent of'personnel Is InI n'10st caxc~S w elI h I.1

-Ie perception problem is the most seriou~s anid Is theC rC',Ut o!

rLrrn sit Liatiol In aill progcrams of i toe (iRI. nanielx% the separatin of' powers I hic

ti~iaVand civilian svstemis are separate anid saving the% are to wvork is one. wont

I:r~ it iappenl -1 hle, are responsihle through different conunand chamns and :bJndin c

cha-,i I-,s. 1 Lch has their own separate gods to appease. Neither has an-, real control InI

te ,,tI-Xr s camp. In JtS pIrescr-ibed form CP should niot be totally underminedh; zthii

pro e Lbut thle progzram will be weakened and may loll short of its 11.11 potClnt:ai.

b. Pri-'i ,ed Pro videv Networks

1 ) ilie Progranz. Preferred prov ider networks hiave been used

successfLly' in the civlian coninintv. In function, this program sits somewn ere

between enrollment plans like CP anid fee-for-service plans like the current CI IA \11l'L

The aIdvantaiges Of Using ai network of- preflerred p-roviders is tIat thec

pro ct cani be presc:reened for cost anid quality of care. Fis allowsirsoeerc

rc urce planniing, but as thle population is niot kn n tthsaedreasinl

cnro iit pailns. cost controls are not as tight and savings are niot as greati . 'I his

uts te bntsexpans ion possible under Such a program.

A\nother advantagze to using, a prefe rred provider network ats required

tn (RI is that beneficiaries uqin.g the networ-1> would he drawn in under the 11(11

ou: eand referral network. Uinder standard CI lA\NIPL S. beneliciaries become lust to

II'.1, tan comrnunitv s ref'erral s~ steiia. ,nder thie CR1, specialt.% anid follow-o -I re

.ric retainerld in the system avoiding the extra cost associated with care outIside tile

Lu:ra~.;rs pro; ider ietwork.

2 1'; V)Ncm s. 'Ihle first of' thie weanesses of' a pref'erred prov ider
alltidd t a o; . he utii izat ion patterns Of' anI un1defie pa p !aton
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ess easy to plan !-,r. This meanis that resources Cannot be as Close!%y fitted aSj,

-c ssibie under an enrollment system. 'Savings are not as great, therefore beniefits couldI

no: be expanded to tLhe same extent.

The most siegniticant xeaikness is not wk:!h the preferred prov:d er
2rcn l.~self. but with its Coupling to The (P1 prcgran L nder the CR1. benCF1c!Jr1Cs,

A: Ccu .0io c nrcll in ('P miay still utilize thne CP providler netwvork, ii :n ILit.

so. Ihl Ie e! et on ( P przar r stili'rL :a since it

,-,,n t sen to haebeen tied before. One thing does seem evident thouzh. J he

oan erinetplan Ks inits knowledge of- who it serves. Its -rov:"der

............. rs t cd to th e ne e ds of' itz enrol ees. Therein is the basis fo CsT a~inc

........:alo'xs tor Lnhar, ced benef"its. By- introducing an undescribed population into the

tON are .nn:n 1-C CS aire we in f-act transforn-ung an enrollment plan I(CP1 irto a

perr c pro'. :"der nc-vork. We are weakening the efflectiveness of the programi we are

One last problemrr that may be encountered if- the CP network doubles

::r thel prefecrred provider is in the incent,.ves to enroll or not to enroll. Access to care,

1A rlL e the same f'or the enrollee and the non-enrollee. The only d ifference

' od e in. the cost of that care. The enrollee would pay less out-of-pocket, but how

n-,uc lessII the incent ves to enroll are not high enough, there will be those who wi
~ncce no to nro~ siply o prsere their full freedom- of-choice. [lowhihsod

.......... .. c:. L oC. It,, never been tried before so time and experience will Iive tset

IL Ci_,nci~~uslon. A preferred provider network by itselfiaprgmwhc

srven its abilit% to help contain costs and enhance benefits, but as described in

(RI it may d~o signifi porm cant damage to the (P prga.This would lessen the

~,.oe;e:tsthat could be derived if CP were left toitef

2Improve Quality of Care

* The second strategy to 'be used to enhance benefits is to improve the quality

_,re nrovided to benieficiaries under CI-AI\IPUS. Under the current CFIAMPU~S

orcaDOD has no real way to e ffectively mionitor the quality of care provided. By

:.e menring the CP and preferred provider programs health care providers are

ore.renedand brougzht under ar, overall quality assurance (QA) and utilization rve



a. Thre Prograin

L nder thne CR! 0juii ' a: cre 'youl c hmonitored 1-)" three rras

* I n~erna'. Qualit-\suane

* Exernl Q~:~ .- ssurance n

c\ 1n- 7r 2rnl ae sciar: rgeniza-non and tun-ction thev %kil be cueda

Iheos-. :as tcnetu "n'en~s of, a Q.A LU R procramn are that:

* l~e' ::h :c nliingL stand'ards f'or providers;

L c,:~ls ro os and procedures fordni~n andreoY uat
t:! at~o riooilens nbef ore theyv becamne a s;2inificant Iibliv

* T.e s;, <an'da-ds "Dr appropriateness of treatment pattern. and

* o-ro'. _aL a autanase' of Utilization patterns for use in future p'Lin=2

b. The Problems

I epiwr r'.acks to QA\ UR programs are that the requren
Ad -stm ad they draw eviensive and scarce

adm.;nis,,rat:,.e support ssea
:2~:a.2rctt~nesalxayfo the practice of medicine, into admnistratie duties

c. Conclusion

Thei establishmnent of QA UR programs is no longer an indus~nm option.

1 ),c nrczrarns as outliedi the CR! are patterned after DOD's own programs. The%

e war~ce.;tn DOD and if implemented correctlysolrdc h eie

............. r.me.: n the qualiv of care and the uti-lization data needed for ood resource

C. CONTROL OF HEALTH CARE COSTS

1-,- la c ot- regional fixed-price contracts is set forth by the fram ers of the C RI as

m"o actor to be used ir control iz health care costs. In defense of this decisio.

tC adanaes of using fixed-price contracts are set forth. Each of' these ad' antacs

1% be eXami pllc It t h ned and evaluated fo ap 1cblt toti ituation.

0. 1. Nation-Aide Buying Power

The theorv behind this advantage is that the federal Lovernment controls a

an, c _;-ou.nt o: money. The size of' these contracts ( S 200 Million - Sdnilonis

L!. ec: i tO rav a lar-e numiber of' bidders, The economnic forces at work durine an

i.n LccIW1et~tt1VC ')Ida I:g process arc expected to produce the lowest pos;sible cost ktr

_cr~ure ;c of health care.



The major problem here is the supply side of the issue. The federal

government can create a demand, but supply may not be adaquate to produce a

competitive market. Are there enough health care organizations within our economy

with adequate resources and experience to provide sufficient competition to drive the

cost to its lowest level?

Even cn the subregion level (the smallest region), the size of the contract is

expected to be S200 million. Each contractor would be expected to provide all the

programs outlined in the CRI. Civilian health care organizations, for the most part,

have experience with one or the other major elements of the CRI. Their organization

,s based on either an enrollment, a preferred provider, or a fee-for-service program --

not all three. Experience with a comprehensive program like the CRI is practically nill.

Potential bidders would be treading on unknown ground, making the risks extremely

lhigh.

If the supply side cannot provide enough bidders with the experience and

resources to handle such a large and diverse program the result could very easily be a

monopoly oligopoly market, or even a no-bidder marke:. In either case the federal

governments buying power is no real advantage.

2. The Contractor Assumes the Financial Risk

Under a fixed-price contract the contractor agrees to provide all services

required by the contract for one given price. This type of agreement provides
.incentives to the contractor to operate at the most cost efficient level as possible. The

incentives are derived from the fact that no more money will be forthcoming. Failure

to stay within the contract budget could result in financial disaster leading to contract

fai'ure and loss of the contract. The financial risks belong to the contractor. This type

of arrangement presently used in the civilian sector and has been successful in helping

to keep costs under control.

The initial draft of the CRI left all of the risk with the contractor. The

response of potential bidders was that the risk was too high. Subsequently, risk sharing

features were added in writing the final draft. These features provide safeguards to the

contractor to help him avoid financial disaster. They provide for renegotiation of the

contract should unforeseeable economic or utilizaton problems drive costs upward.

By providing these risk sharing safeguards DOD may have fatally weakened

the incentives. The value of the fixed-price is the pressure it puts on the contractor to

meet or beat his budget objectives. Budget overages are money out of the contractor's
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PC 1k et C y~r the possib,!hrv of, DO[D co'ering budget overruns,; the crM
, hae een s eri ousl av weakened

:houeb.h \veakened, the in:entiveCs mayI nlot be de!stIroye Cu' 1 1o~pc.: C K J

c1a' -,,e :counted on. In thiis case ,ddit onal pressure is broucht 'G hear or.

S n.enTlL. ocCUusC com-etitOn- %k~ hold ever- thing in chc.RLnnirng too '.r >o

-=enr i !ost contract .n the next ~.1 n 'ecut on i1~ntc:i

mrkc:) !Te l~c nbxecaves thl-at in doubt. It- a ntcnopu>;. mret nrc.a

DOD 'che st~uck w ohn:e contractor. W ICh no 1onipe'tlin. and 'ACeak Lc,-,otro

* ~~ es tn-e -r:,Ks to 'ie conitractor teLOMe 171111im1 11 hevu Ci ~'e-.
L..:rc asacot contmnt,1 mea'sur .s reue Iicnt

\tilitar-%/Ci~ilian Partnership

The ~ c, r1,teso:te nredicted nu L~'cVilian partnership have becen e\p~oredl

..........e . -e ae n.r,--; he:centives to t orni such a partnership are 'xCAK. Iw%0

auonmoscam,-ps x:th difle.rent goals and objectives, and wholely separate con= and
-.n :u d hauns' wiU1 not prodlucc h atesi desired. A\t best a xeak liason

171 .t C ".~rn rom the Current s .ituation. rna% result.
-Conclusion

:! n a". th-e three advantages listed by DOD, to usmng flxedl-price contracts

'ire m~ore hopes than true advantages. The .er-y real possib Iity exists 'hat the CR1

ro~jirc a rogram'l that is too large, too diverse, and too complex to attract enouLch

oi drs to nka-L tho.se advantaces real. There would be no program with no-b-i der.
U hod onpoYresult, v erv Ittle or no rroeress towards cost con-amlent

D. SUMMNARY

In thi-,s catrthe three miajor goals of the CR1 have been revis ited along with

.. ~ suporingprograms. Strengzths and weaknesses have been presenite.d along xith

-~ nf. iSand conclusions concerning each programs contributions towvard goal

% ~ cnievement.

2: If the Reform Initiative x.ere to work as planned it coud indleed he th"e an,'.';r to

-'-e NIIISS's medical woes. Manpower Shortac2eS could be elirmnated through re'sourcLe
High quaf-Jig health care bene!fits would he easilv a'.ailahle to ail etcirs

turouch the II1CF and CP programs. HmciencV and effectiveness couIUd be enhanceLd

resultinz in controlled costs. Combat readiness of our Armed ForCcS cOUld he

A . incrased. Unfortunately; in liieht of the problenis cited in this chapter the psht\ol'

-~~~~ ths ngs happening is slight.
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Taking all of the discussion of this chapter into account there are two maior

obstacles to the full successful implementation of the CR1.

The first obstacle is the organizational structure of the militar' health services

\ssem .MHSS). The MHSS is alreadv a house divided. Army, Navv, and Air Force

medical oreanizations are always competing for scarce DOD health care funds. The

CRI replaces a passive support system (current CHAMPLS) with an active support

system. The CRI requires the active involvement of the contractor in the planning of

health care resources and their utilization. In many instances the wording of the CRI

-_Ives the leading role to the contractor. The ideal would be that the contractor

become a unifying. coordinating force. The reality is that on many levels the

cantractvrs will be perceived as a fourth competitor for DOD dollars.

Cooperation and coordination of effort among the four active participants will be

poor because:

0 Funding and command accountability chains are separate;

* Goals are diverse and in many cases conflicting; and

* Links between the four are blurred and weak.

The second primary obstacle to success of the CRI is the lack of civilian

organizaticns with suffcient resources and experience to successfully develop, and

execute a program as large and diverse as that required by the CRI.

These two primary obstacles will be the basis of the final conclusions and

recorm',miendations presented in Chapter V.
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V. CONCLISIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A.CONCLUSIONS
Tie .rlmar conclusion of this study is that although CH-A.MPUS is In dire need

of' refoDrm, the- CIANIPIS Reform Initiative Is not the richt vehicle of chanae.

Implemnentation of the overall program xIll prove to be a great disappointment. The

-odis set f-or:h will onlyv be marginally realized if at all.

The reasons behind this poor performance are, First, as stated in Chapter IV, the

orcanizational structure of the MUISS will not ailow it to succeed. Throughout the

einsand related studies one theme was repeated almost without fall: unity. For a

-eah system to control costs while providing an expansive benefit program.itmt

control all the assets -- the manpower, the facility, and the funding -- through a

sinzeular command chain. This is not the structure of the MHSS. Under the current

'raiain eore r otoled through two parallel chains, the military, and the
civlia. Tis ualtyclouds the Issue of accountab'iity, the blame for failure, the prais

for success. No one isfully, accountable for the total program at the operational level.

This lack of accountability makes structuring Incentives to promote desired behaviors

ess;eniaiv an impossibility.

L nil DOD recoenizes and corrects this fatal organizational flaw any attempt at
.mprox Ing the programs offered within the organization will result in disappointment.

The second reason for the fa Ilure of the CR! to achieve its goals is the re-sult of a

m-iscalculation on the part of DOD. That mriiscalculation was that the demand would

genrerate thi'e required supply. In this case the supply side of the health care market

was unable to cope with the demand. There just are not the organizations within the

induszry capable of providing what the CR1 requires.

This conclusion has been borne out by the results of the bidding process. Ver.

few i-ds have been submritted For the areas involved in the first phase test period. Of

thc four test areas North Carolina South Carolina receiv ed no response,

Call..orn-ia Hawaii and Georgia Florida each received one bid, aind New Orleans

recevedtwobids. Since submi-ission, the Georgzia Florida bid has been withdrawn.

- uig one of the NwOrleans bidders to also withdraw as that bidder was to rely

- ic~~av;1:' orn the Geora a Florida bidder for adm-:inistratiespotc'ef 7 fDDi29
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to continue with the program as devised it has only two areas left, with only one bidder

in each. The government's nationwide buying power, and the forces of our economy

have not produced competitive bidding. What has been produced is the possibility of

regional monopolies. The CHAMPUS Reform Initiative is collapsing under its own

weight.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

1. PRIMUS and NAVCARE

If the CRI is dying, where do we go from here? CHAMPUS is still in

desparate need of reform. The literature reviewed has suggested one strong alternative

to CHAMPUS reform. That alternative is to scrap CHAMPUS altogether and use

CHIAMPUS money to expand the PRIMUS NAVCARE programs.

PRIMUS and NAVCARE are programs of the Army and Navy medical

departments. They are designed to provide non-emergency outpatient care to eligible

beneficiaries. The care is provided at no cost to the patient. The programs are

managed by the local MTF commander and funded through his command budget.

Local control allows for a tailor-made program to answer the needs of the MIF it

supports. [Ref. 181

PRIMUS and NAVCARE were developed to achieve the following goals.

* Provide quality outpatient clinical services to eligible beneficiaries.

- Reduce overcrowding and waiting times in primary care clinics at the MTF.

- Relieve medical manpower shortages.

p Contain reduce the cost of medical care to military beneficiaries and military as
, a whole.

Both programs are relatively new, but the services are so pleased with the

results that the currently contracted eight clinics will be expanded to 29 in 1988, and by

1992 the Army and the Navy hope to have a total of 52 such clinics in operation.

'Refs. 1,19]

Organized in this fashion the weaknesses and problems identified with the

current and proposed (CRI) programs could be , for the most part, overcome.

The Commander of the MTF is given control of all the funds and medical

resources. He also is responsible to pr the required medical care for

beneficiaries within his zone of responsibi] .,ommand and funding chains are now

one and the same. Accountability is also earcut. Blame or praise are more readily

focused. Incentives can be designed more e ctively and arc more directly linkable to

-he behaviors desired.

30
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By, deeating the managzement of' health care to the \ITF level, the .

suap ply shortage is alleviated. The contracts could he reduced in site and comnple1t% to

a 'e ci which would draw enough competition to allow economic force, to kecep o,-,

:nuer control.

Fhese programs appear to share the goals and intent of' Cll;NI PUSrern

Rhe rorrs .zrganiza~ional and funding structure seem to more closely approulvmate

c~retzhoue-ht on cost control measures and incentive development. PRI N I S and

\AWARE deserve a cood, close look as alternatives to CIIANPLS

2.Preferred Provider Netisorks
- The use of prefe-rred pro~ider networks in remote areas could enhance the c:are,

ot' bene:iclaries who reside outside the service areas of a MITF. These nietworks could'

be r anaged by one of the services' reeional commands. This would offer a cost

s, i ng s over standard CHA'\MPS. it would allow for quality control and vko ;dc

providle better utilization records.

SStandard CHAM PUS

B-implementing the first two alternatives, standard CHAMIPUS could be

:ctal dce~d. Oranized as above outlined the NMflSS could providle for the needs of

'o. oe:c~ar es without us~niz standard CHAMPL'S. It is outdated and too expensive.

% be.
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